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Preface

2

This account plan was created by Professor William Smith’s Spring 2012 Account 
Planning class at Florida State University. The class was commissioned to carry out 
market research for Wordio, a new Internet and mobile application that was devel-
oped by a group of Florida State students. Wordio transforms your favorite written 
content from the Internet into audio so that you can listen to it at home on your 
computer or on the go from your smartphone or tablet. The mission of the company 
is to help people learn and consume more of the world’s information more conve-
niently. The application is still in the development stages and the creators are look-
ing to discover if and how consumers would use Wordio. 

The account planning team conducted personal interviews and focus groups and 
sent an online survey to gain an understanding of preliminary market perceptions 
of Wordio. The team reached out to undergraduate and graduate students at Florida 
State University, as well as family and friends in Tallahassee, Miami, Chicago, New 
York, Atlanta, Orlando, and Gainesville. The information compiled in this plan will 
help the creators of Wordio to further develop the product to best suit the needs of 
the consumer. The following account plan provides detailed results of our findings 
using the previously mentioned research methodologies.
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In-Depth Interviews

Key Findings
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After speaking one-on-one with about 125 interviewees, the team discovered the 
reading habits, smartphone and app usage, and preferences of those interviewed. 
The majority of interviewees were students; however, the team also spoke exten-
sively with working adults, mothers, and adults ages 60 and older. Participants were 
interviewed in Tallahassee, Fla., as far south as Miami, and as far north as New York 
and Chicago. The interviews were conducted both face-to-face and over the phone, 
and answers ranged from one student saying he would download the application 
immediately to one saying he would never try the app. However, the majority said 
they thought Wordio was a necessity, especially for those commuting to work or 
school. Questions asked included the person’s depth of technology and/or use of 
a smartphone, his or her reading habits, preferences (in regards to computerized 
voices), and incentives for trying the product. A complete list of questions asked can 
be found in Appendix B.

Reading Habits

- A majority of students spend more time reading blog posts, and many said that 
they would be interested in hearing the blogs that they read through Wordio.

- Students interviewed also said that they wanted the ability to listen to their notes 
and even their textbook chapters. Three students were concerned that Wordio 
would not be able to translate their required reading PDF files into audio.

- Students’ reading habits included CNN.com, The New York Times, The Wall Street 
Journal, Fox News, and Cracked.com.

- Three students mentioned that the only news content they read is the articles 
that other people post on Facebook, Twitter, and StumbleUpon.

- Adults’ reading habits included CNN.com, The New York Times, The Wall Street 
Journal, USA Today, and the websites and newspapers associated with their local 
news sources.
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Depth of Technology

- The majority of interviewees said that they owned smartphones. Only about five out of 
50 interviewed said that they did not own a smartphone, and the main reason that they 
did not own a smartphone was because of the costs.

- Most students had used Google Docs before for group projects. None of the adults inter-
viewed had used Google Docs.

Preferences

- About 50% of the people interviewed were concerned with the computerized voices 
used in Wordio and if the reading pace would be too slow for them.

- Overwhelmingly, the mothers interviewed said they would definitely try out Wordio as a 
tool to help their children learn how to read.

- Adults in the 60+ age bracket said they definitely saw a need for Wordio. Even if they 
could not see themselves using the product, they knew of other people who would defi-
nitely use it.

- Everyone interviewed said they would not want to pay for Wordio without trying it first. 
They wanted to experience the product and see its ease of use before paying for it. Adults 
said that they would without a doubt pay upwards of $10 or more for Wordio if they really 
saw a need in their lives for the product.

- Older women over 65 are not interested unless they are still in the business world. How-
ever, most said it’s a great app for the impaired, students, commuters, and people who 
have the need for updated content on a continuous basis, e.g., doctors.  

- The “scanner” population may not be a major market. Scanners are people who don’t 
necessarily read full articles but scan headlines and read a paragraph or two. This falls into 
professions that are in the communications category, e.g., journalism, public relations, etc. 
These people are bombarded with radio, TV, and the Internet and are almost oversaturated 
with information.

- Foreign students feel it can aid their understanding of the English language.

- The impaired market was seen as a major user.

- Pricing was all over the place, but significantly, the older market expected to pay as 
much as $50 and up.



Focus Group Interviews
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The team conducted three separate focus groups over a time span of two 
months. The first focus group was conducted on February 8, 2012 and it was 
comprised of 10 graduate students. The second focus group was conducted on 
March 1, 2012 and it was comprised of 30 FSU undergraduate communication 
students. The final focus group was conducted on March 15, 2012, and it was 
comprised of 15 FSU undergraduate business students. The focus groups overall 
represented a range from freshmen to seniors and graduate students. The ques-
tions regarded the general use of smartphones, tablets, and smartphone apps 
and the motivational aspects associated with buying apps. A poll was then taken 
to determine how often respondents read items online per day and if they use 
their computer or smart phone to access the information. 

After gaining insights on the general use of smart phones to obtain daily 
content and information, we led the group to more specific questions, learning 
about the perspectives and attitudes towards Wordio. Factors such as price, so-
cial value, specific needs, social media, incentives, competition, narration, trans-
lation, design and frequently-used websites were addressed. The main objective 
of these focus groups was to determine the general student attitude and corre-
sponding student needs and wants from a product such as Wordio. Specifically 
the questions addressed what aspects the product needs to encompass in order 
for students to place a high “added value” on the Wordio smartphone applica-
tion and/or desktop interface. Overall, students were very positive about using 
and experiencing Wordio as long as the product improves the quality of their 
daily lives, if it’s easily accessible and user-friendly. However, students generally 
were concerned about the compatibility of Wordio in relation to Blackboard and 
school-related text/content. Questions from the focus group interviews can be 
seen in Appendix B.



Key Findings
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- 93% of participants own a smartphone to help conduct daily activities such as 
check emails, use apps, keep updated with social media, obtain/read current news, 
listen to music, keep informed about interests relating to school-related tasks. Out 
of those participants, an overwhelming majority owned an iPhone, rather than an 
Andriod or Blackberry. (Blackberry users tend not to use smartphone apps due to 
the system’s slow processing and freezing problems).

- Participants that own a smartphone are only willing to purchase apps if they 
clearly add significant value to their daily lives, creating convenience.

- In order to become motivated to buy a smartphone app, the app must be highly 
rated, be of high quality, have great descriptions and testimonials, be recommend-
ed by friends/family, and a free trial is almost a necessity at first.

- Students tend to find apps appealing when they incorporate interaction with 
others through games, practical uses, and social media aspects because these are 
fun things students can use on a daily basis, on-the go.

- Students want all aspects of social media incorporated in Wordio, including a 
“like” feature or recommendation button, reviews and/or suggestions from other 
listeners, popular articles among listeners (famous people), compatible preferenc-
es/interests and genres, search capability, app gifting for holidays/birthdays, and 
social media games.

- Students tend to scan articles and only 50% of articles read are actually read all 
the way through; Wordio should be able to abstract only certain info to give a pre-
view.

- Since users will mostly be on-the-go, students agreed that Wordio must encom-
pass a pause, play, and go-back feature; also, the speed of the narrator needs to be 
controllable by the listener and a bouncing dot could be used if users want to fol-
low along with the articles.

- The majority of students discover new apps through word of mouth, media, so-
cial media, technology websites, tops apps listed in the Apple iPhone/iTunes store, 
and an iPhone app called “Chomp.”
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- 83% of students read web articles on a daily basis, ranging from 1-2 hours per day. 

- 50% of students would rather use their smartphone to obtain information from the 
web and 50% from the desktop, but it really just depends on where they are.

- The common websites that students obtain their information from include Twitter, 
Facebook, Yahoo, Google, Google Reader, Google Alert, USA Today, CNN, Tumblr, The 
New York Times, Mashable, Ad Age, LinkedIn, Wordpress, AdWeek, personal emails, 
Google Docs, Blackboard, Fox News, NPR, AOL, Huffington Post, ESPN, NFL.com, Talla-
hassee Democrat, and blogs.

- The majority of students would use this product through the smartphone app (on-
the-go) rather than the desktop interface, but students stated the desktop interface 
could become useful when at home doing daily chores, such as cleaning, cooking, etc.

- Participants that don’t own an iPhone said they would still be inclined to use the 
desktop interface.

- Students agree that blogs and Blackboard (any campus webpage) must be integrat-
ed into the product in order to create added value for students.

- Students would equally use Wordio to listen to daily news articles and blogs as they 
would use it for school purposes to listen to notes from class, textbooks, lectures, and 
political speeches. Students suggested that there should be a link to buy online books 
and download them straight through the Wordio application.

- Translation capability was suggested for the Hispanic population and foreign college 
students to help them learn English better. 

- Proper app quality, description, visual appeal, organization, and social media compo-
nents are also crucial when attracting student users. 

- Students believe the more humanistic the narrator’s voice, the more willing they are 
to listen and pay for the app.

- Students would pay between $1 and $2 and no more than $5 for this app if they felt 
the added value outweighed the cost.

- Participants believe there’s no strong competition that is similar to Wordio; the only 
competition briefly mentioned were podcasts and iSpeech.



Online Survey

Key Findings
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The Wordio Account Planning team created on online survey using Google Docs to 
distribute to undergraduate students at Florida State University by email. The survey 
was distributed to 130 students in an online Media Techniques class. 

In the 10-day period that the survey was available to them, 32 students participated. 
The average age of participants is 19.88. 25% of the respondents are male and 75% 
are female. The survey consisted of 35 multiple choice and open-ended questions. The 
team was able to get valuable information about participants’ technology usage habits, 
readership habits, online habits, as well as opinions about Wordio. Demographic infor-
mation collected was also used in the analysis. Questions from the online survey can be 
seen in Appendix C.

Technology Usage

- Of the 32 survey respondents, 30 have smart phones (94%).

- Of the 30 who have smartphones:
• 23 have iPhones (77%)
• 4 have Blackberrys (13%)
• 3 have Androids (10%)

- Ways in which respondents use their smartphones: texting, email, Internet, GPS, weather, 
calendar, news, camera, camcorder, articles, online banking, phone calls, games, take notes.

- Specific apps/websites that were mentioned: Facebook, Twitter, Blackboard, YouTube, 
Time Magazine, The New York Times, Pandora, Foursquare, Swackett, Dragonvale, Tiny 
Tower, Pinterest, Words With Friends, iHeartRadio, Instagram, Groupon, Solitaire, Hootsuite, 
Washington Post, ESPN, HeyTell.

- 5 of 32 respondents own tablets (16%).

- Ways in which respondents use their tablets: email, Internet, read books, read articles, 
watch movies and TV shows, take notes, play games, social media, homework.

- Most respondents mentioned that they don’t buy apps, but few said they are willing to 
pay $1 - $2 for apps that are useful or entertaining.
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- 7 of 32 respondents said they read audiobooks (22%), and usage varies between 1 and 12 
audiobooks a year.

Online Reading Habits

- 41% reported that they either read articles daily or frequently, and 19% said they had a 
subscription to an online periodical, such as The New York Times, Wall Street Journal, Wash-
ington Post, USA Today, Tallahassee Democrat, Tampa Bay Times, St. Petersburg Times, The 
Miami Herald, and Wired.

- Respondents read an average of 4 articles online per day.

- 84% reported they rather read articles on their computers because of the bigger screen, 
but all agreed that reading articles on-the-go from smartphones is more convenient.

- Online sources mentioned include Yahoo, Twitter, Google, Facebook, ESPN, The New York 
Times, CNN, Wall Street Journal, Huffington Post, Perez Hilton, Sayfie Review, Fox News, 
Washington Post, Webmd.com, Techcrunch, CBS, Sun-Sentinel, Tallahassee Democrat, MS-
NBC, USA Today, Fark.com, Associated Press, Sports Illustrated, and blogs.

- Services used to find online articles include Twitter, StumbleUpon, Google Docs, Google 
News, RSS, Reddit, Instapaper, and Evernote.

In Regards to Wordio

- 66% reported that they see themselves using Wordio.

- Some respondents said they would use Wordio for mostly academic purposes, while oth-
ers said they would use Wordio to keep up-to-date on current events.

- 31% said that they would not pay for Wordio, and the most respondents were willing to 
pay ranged from $0.99 to $30.

- 47% said that computerized voices do bother them, and 69% said they would pay more if 
the articles were human-narrated.

- 66% said they rather hear a female computerized voice.

- 63% said they would want translation capability built in.

- Most respondents can see their family and friends using the product and think the name is 
clever and catchy.



Conclusions
- Overall, participants were very intrigued with the concept of Wordio, and most partici-

pants were willing to try a free trial, if offered.

- Wordio must create motivation to buy, as well as a brand identity by matching the needs 
of specific target consumers. Although our main target audience is the overall masses, each 
segment within the overall group still has specific needs. In order to create “added value” for 
this product, the product must incorporate the specific wants and needs of each audience.

- Wordio must provide users with a means to make content more easily obtainable and 
convenient. The application must be visually appealing, user-friendly, and easily accessible. It 
must increase the users’ daily intake of knowledge.  

- The application must constantly be innovated and adapted to trends and social media.

- A beta test should be conducted before the app is released in the market. The app must 
be highly developed before it’s released to prevent losing users due to underdevelopment of 
the product.

- The average consumer would pay between $1 and $10 for this app if they saw that the app 
was essential and useful for their everyday tasks.

- Strong awareness of Wordio must be established by marketing via social media to current 
smartphone app users, creating positive WOM, testimonials, and user opinions.

- The strongest aspect of Wordio for college students (undergraduate students, graduate 
students, law students) is the integration of textbooks and school-related content with the 
app.

- The strongest aspect of Wordio for commuters is the convenience of being able to listen to 
professional materials in a car, on a flight, or on the subway, for instance.

- Teachers and parents believe they could effectively use Wordio as an interactive learning 
tool in schools and/or at home to help young elementary students learn to read. 

- Essentially, Wordio has the potential to be bought by automobile and airline companies to 
be integrated into automobiles and planes. Also, the opportunity to incorporate online book 
companies into the product, such as Amazon, is a possible tactic. 
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According to the results of the research conducted, there is an overall 
positive response to Wordio. Although there is much interest in the product, 
it is not known whether Wordio will provide enough added value to mass 
market consumers to be successful in the long term once launched. 

This is a result of a lack of comparable products on the market, market 
awareness of Wordio, and a beta test. Next, we will address the strategies 
crucial for a successful launch of Wordio. 

Obstacles

- Targeting the masses could mean neglecting specific needs of valuable 
consumers.

- Wordio must eventually subdivide from the “mass market” and tailor the 
product to specific segments, such as the visually impaired, lawyers, chil-
dren, etc. in order to make a substantial profit.

- Potential copyright issues from the incorporation of online news content 
and textbooks could create problems for the product as well.

- Lack of brand awareness and brand identity due to the introduction of a 
new product.

- The product could essentially be useless to users commuting in cars if the 
user’s smartphone device is not receiving an Internet connection.

- Most participants don’t own audiobook readers, and they don’t normally 
listen to their books/content.

Next Steps
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Definition of Problem
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To most people who are either vaguely or very familiar with technologies like 
smartphones or even computers, Wordio is a product that they would use. The 
product is a necessity for most of the commuting population, and many profes-
sionals, such as teachers and lawyers, would use the product if it directly im-
proved their lives and made their work easier and more convenient. 

The most basic problem for Wordio is that it’s a product that has not been re-
leased yet. There is no existing problem concerning the new application’s brand 
because it is only in the birthing stage. Most consumers reported that they want 
to try out the product before they know if it will be a useful in their lives. 

There is no other product on the market that uses both text-to-speech tech-
nologies and incorporates social networking functions. Wordio has the ability 
to transform the entire web to audio. The product’s marketing problem is that it 
may be confused with a basic text-to-speech product. Instead, Wordio is a prod-
uct with many functions. Consumers need to understand these abilities in order 
for them to download the app and potentially pay for it. 

There may also be potential problems concerning the product if the com-
pany fails to design it correctly. These projected problems revolve around the 
technical traits of Wordio, such as the speaking voice, social connects, consumer 
intuition, and how user-friendly the app is. Additionally, getting non-readers 
to try the product could essentially be very hard. There basically needs to be 
a sense of need for Wordio to get non-readers to use it and use it regularly. In 
order for Wordio to make its mark immediately and gain loyal consumers across 
the board, it must demonstrate excellence in every area. The technology of the 
product must be flawless and the marketing communications plan must be 
extremely effective, reaching its target audiences and generating curiosity from 
uncertain consumers as well.



Consumer Perceptions and Attitudes
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Students

Due to the Wordio team’s involvement with Florida State University, the team 
began conducting research on college students. A range of over 75 students were 
interviewed, both graduate and undergraduate, national and international, about 
their perceptions of Wordio and their feelings toward the new product. 

Domestic students said they are willing to try this application via an iPhone app 
rather than the Internet interface. About 95% of the international students, how-
ever, stated that they are only interested in using Wordio as a tutoring tool to help 
them learn English. About 90% of all the students interviewed own a smartphone, 
with the majority of them being the iPhone versus a Blackberry or Android. 

According to the students interviewed, in order for them to become motivated 
to buy an app, the app must have high ratings/reviews, high quality, great descrip-
tions, and testimonials, and it must be recommended by friends and family. Also, 
students feel that if the app will somehow make their lives easier or more enjoyable, 
they will purchase it. The app must be essential to everyday life. 

Students also find an interest in apps that create interaction with others through  
games, practical uses, etc. A lot of students buy apps for social media purposes. 
Concerning reading things online, students spend around 1 to 2 hours per day 
reading content from the web. The popular websites that students obtain content 
from on a daily basis are Twitter, Facebook, Yahoo, Google, Google Reader, CNN, 
Tumblr, The New York Times, LinkedIn, Wordpress, personal emails (Gmail, Hotmail, 
Outlook), Google Docs, Blackboard, Fox News, NPR, AOL, Huffington Post, ESPN, 
NFL.com, and the Tallahassee Democrat. A repetitive theme that students also 
brought up was the intake of blogs. Students feel that they could really get a good 
use of out of Wordio if they could listen to blogs instead of reading them.

Law students were very interested in this app but stated that almost all of the 
content they read is in textbooks. If Wordio could integrate the hardcopies of the 
text to the Internet, this app would be a huge hit with law students and lawyers, 
who consume a massive amount of information daily.
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Professionals

During our research, we discovered that the professional market has potential. A 
little over 85% of working professionals expressed that as long as the app added nec-
essary value to their professional or home lives, they will use it. Additionally, profes-
sionals are willing to pay up to $10 just to have access to Wordio. Teachers feel that 
they could get excellent use out of Wordio if it could be used on the computers in their 
classes, and they will pay as much as $25 for the application.  

Educational professionals said that they will use Wordio as a learning tool to teach 
their young students how to read. The idea of Wordio in the school system is most pop-
ular with primary and elementary instructors. Criminal justice professionals stated that 
Wordio has potential in the correctional system, considering the fact that the majority 
of inmates only have as much as an eighth grade education. Additionally, professionals 
who commute daily or travel on a regular basis said they would love an app like Wor-
dio. Around 50% of commuters will use Wordio to listen to news stories as they com-
mute. On average, these adults spend around 2 hours per day reading things online 
through their desktop and phone. 

Mothers 

We discovered that mothers will definitely embrace this new app and make it a part 
of their everyday curriculum when it comes down to teaching their young children. 
Interestingly, 100% of mothers interviewed stated that they would love to use Wordio 
as a tool to teach their children how to read. The mothers’ projected learning process 
would be to use Wordio during story time when they do not have time to sit and read 
to their children, and the app will be instrumental in helping their children to pro-
nounce words. The mothers interviewed had an age range of 35 to 50. 

Senior Citizens

In today’s society, it is usually a given that a product like Wordio will be most ap-
pealing to the younger generation. However, we wanted to see what senior citizens 
thought of the product, considering the fact that it could be helpful if they have expe-
rienced a decline in their vision.  Ease of use is very important to them. Older women 
over 65 are not interested in Wordio, unless they are still working in the business world. 
Women that age like the feel of a good book, magazine, and newspaper. However, se-
nior citizens think it’s a great app for the impaired, students, commuters, and persons 
who have the need for updated content on a continuous basis.
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Our team has found out that Wordio will be able to prosper if the applica-
tion is of a very high quality. A majority of the people that were interviewed 
would be willing to try a free version of the application. The determinant to 
whether the people would continue to use the application or even buy an 
upgraded version of the application or a version without ads would be if the 
application had a great quality. 

This application would be considered high quality if the speaker had a de-
cent voice (usually equal to or better than Siri), the application is easy to use, 
the user is able to adjust the speed of the reading, and the product is very us-
able for the commuting population - the majority of respondents saw either 
themselves or friends and family using this product while commuting.

Thus, our strategy reflects these findings. We are positioning this product 
as one that is extremely easy to use while one is on-the-go, and a product 
that uses the best text-to-speech technology available. With the ability to 
make playlists of articles that a user wants to listen to and the potential of 
social networking, this product is unique.

Through an established integrated marketing communications plan and 
a well-developed product, Wordio could succeed. The communications plan 
will be targeted towards a mass audience of smartphone, tablet, and even 
Internet users and will be based mainly on Internet/digital marketing tactics. 
With support from companies like Grooveshark (a music streaming service 
based out of Gainesville, Fla.) and Apple, the Wordio application can gain a 
level of legitimacy. Wordio needs to be advertised mainly to those who abso-
lutely need the product. An effective campaign should begin locally in Talla-
hassee, Fla. with Florida State University students.



Media Considerations and Tactics
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Website

The current website for the product is basically a space where visitors can go and 
request more information about the app. Once the application and interface have been 
completed, the website can become a source of promotion in itself and advertise the 
product as a mobile app as well. It can show visitors how to make playlists to listen to 
their favorite articles and how to connect with one another through what they are listen-
ing to. 

Social Media

Social media will play a major role in the integrated marketing communications plan 
for Wordio. Most respondents we researched said that they heard about new apps 
through word of mouth and even read articles based on what their friends posted on 
Facebook. By having both a Facebook page and a Twitter page that is updated daily, 
users can connect with other users and find out about the latest updates to the applica-
tion. In addition, YouTube is another avenue that the Wordio team can use to show users 
how the application works and how it can be useful in their lives.

Advertising through App Store

In order for smartphone users to discover Wordio, the app must be heavily advertised 
in the app store. By becoming a part of the Top 25 app list, smartphone users can find 
out about the product and download it straight on to their phones. If Wordio is adver-
tised at first as a free trial, customers can sample the product, see if they like it, and then 
choose to pay more if they want to listen to more articles or have more options. Due to 
the abundance of apps available, it is a must for the Wordio team to find a way to market 
the product to its audiences and separate it from the thousands of other apps. 

On-Campus Events

Due to the proximity of the product team to Florida State University’s campus and 
the fact that college students are early adapters of new apps, the team could market the 
product on campus through demonstration events. Basically, an event would be held 
with different computers and smartphones set up for students to try out Wordio and see 
how it works. The Wordio team could commission students from other universities to 
host similar events on their campuses, creating a grassroots effect throughout the na-
tion. If these events were advertised and reported through Wordio’s website and social 
media outlets, the product would gain more users.
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Speaking Engagements

In the same token as on-campus events, the current Wordio head, Troy Sultan, or 
another innovator in the app/website realm, such as Grooveshark’s leader, could host 
speaking events, the Wordio product would explode. The face of Wordio must be easily 
likeable, however, and a good speaker with a lot of inspirational ideas. They must repre-
sent Wordio as a product that can be used by everyone and is a necessity for the target 
audiences aforementioned.

Spokesperson

To set Wordio apart, consideration might be given to a spokesperson who is so totally 
different it will set the product apart from any competition. In mind is a glib, sophisti-
cated, tech-savvy, fun young lady, say 13-14, who can have some real fun pitching the 
product. “My mother uses Wordio so that my baby brother can listen to his favorite chil-
dren’s stories when she’s not home.” “My father uses Wordio on his commute to work in 
New York City on the New Haven, listening to stock market trends from the U.K. before 
the opening bell at the New York Stock Exchange.” “My grandmother uses Wordio all the 
time because she is sight-impaired.” “I use Wordio on a daily basis for … etc.”

Local Advertising

Although digital advertising would work best in the national and international realms 
to target the most users, local print advertising and TV spotlights could be beneficial in 
starting a Wordio movement locally, in Tallahassee, Florida. Especially because the Wor-
dio creators are either current or former Florida State University students, the university 
would probably sponsor advertising in either the FSView or the Tallahassee Democrat 
because it creates good publicity for the university as well. The university can even have 
a hand in hosting the on-campus demonstration event.

Public Relations

In our opinion, Wordio has created an interesting scenario, as it has already introduced 
the product locally, and through its website, globally. Usually, you wait until the product 
is ready. Thus, we have a reintroduction to deal with. This may create a problem with 
media outlets that are important to the branding of Wordio.



Creative Platform
The purpose of our account plan is to develop an abstract of insightful communica-

tion strategies corresponding to the target audiences’ perspectives and attitudes and the 
marketing objectives of Wordio. Our research has led us to a clear understanding of the 
problem and how we should aim to address it using strategic methods. There seems to 
be an immense need for Wordio, but this product must be effectively developed in every 
area before it’s released to the market. The target audiences believe they will see value 
in the product if it’s tailored to their specific needs; however, it must encompass more in 
order to gain and keep consumer loyalty. 

THE CHALLENGE

The challenge for Wordio is establishing a sense of need or want for this product, for 
all audiences, overall. Specific needs must be met in order to create added value for each 
target audience. 

Warning: People are not familiar with Wordio and have never experienced a product 
even remotely close to it; they’re willing to try it out, but it must meet their expectations 
and most importantly create value and satisfy needs. How do we make sure that this will 
happen?

Why are we advertising? What are our objectives?

To create excitement about the new launch of Wordio as an easily accessible and con-
venient solution for peoples’ need to obtain more of the world’s information and expand 
their knowledge using the high quality desktop or smartphone application. We must 
provide a product that clearly differentiates itself from the other smartphone apps.

Who are we aiming to influence?

- Primary Targets: Daily commuters, college students (both undergraduate and gradu-
ate) and professionals that currently own a smartphone and have the dire need to easily 
obtain more information. 

- Target consumers are motivated by added value and specialization of a product in or-
der to justify their decision to download or buy the product (application). 

- Secondary Target/Next Phase: Parents and teachers, lawyers (and law students), and 
the visually impaired.
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What do they currently think?

Around 95% of the people interviewed feel that Wordio has a future. The participants 
are very intrigued with the concept of Wordio and were open to try a free trial app. None-
theless, the audiences felt discontent because they were unaware of how exactly the 
application would function and if the product would cater to their specific needs in order 
to obtain the content they normally read from the Internet. Students stated that Wordio 
must be high quality in order to interest them and earn their loyalty. Professionals stated 
that Wordio basically has their market security, but only within specific professions, such 
as law, criminal justice, and education. Mothers strongly believe that Wordio has a bright 
future.  

What do we want to communicate about this brand?

- Create a relationship with the consumers by showing them how Wordio has the power 
to change their lives and how much more knowledge they can obtain in a day using Wor-
dio. 

- In essence, we want to convey to the general audience that Wordio is a product that 
allows them to stay in tune constantly with their professional or personal interests on the 
web. From your favorite blogs to The New York Times, the world will not be accessible 
without Wordio,  “words on-the-go.” 

- Wordio needs to create motivation for people to buy the product by reinforcing the 
idea that daily web content can be transformed into audio through an easily accessible 
and convenient application. It must be visually stunning, user-friendly, and cost-effective.

- Wordio is essentially an “on-the-go” way to expand your horizons, increase your knowl-
edge, and discover new ideas all through a specialized and interactive application.

Single most persuasive idea we can convey:

- The main mission of Wordio: to help people learn and conveniently consume more of 
the world’s information.

- MUST connect with every segment of the overall market.

- The high quality, user friendly, convenient choice, which creates the opportunity to 
gain, discover, and acquire web-based content, translated into knowledge.
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Tone: 

- Stimulating        
- Educational
- Intriguing
- Essential
- Interactive/Responsive
- Communication-based
- Unique
- Effortless
- Specialized
- Desirable

Resulting Ideas - Why should they believe it?

- Easier to obtain more knowledge on a daily basis, meeting specific needs and re-
quirements while incorporating social media and interactive aspects. 

- This specialized product also creates differentiation by allowing commuting con-
sumers to listen to web content with no Internet connection, while traveling in a car, 
plane, subway, or just on the go.

- Currently, there is no smartphone app that translates ANY web content to audio 
with NO Internet connection needed to listen to your playlist. Unlike other text-to-
speech apps, Wordio incorporates social media and consumers’ interests/preferences. 

- Wordio is an all-around necessity to have when it comes down to gaining more 
knowledge and information that interests you – information that you would not nec-
essarily have the time to read.

Practical Considerations:

- Consider all social media aspects

- Specialized functions aiming towards each general segment (students, profession-
als, commuters) 
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Verbatims
Appendix A:
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Regarding the Needs & Uses of Wordio

“I’m not sure I would use it. Why? I just can’t think of a reason why I’d want to use it over 
just viewing the webpage or email myself.” – Student

“Yes, I would use it. Why? It’s relaxing to hear someone else read. Certainly if it helps you 
feel the person’s attitude. I like listening to audiobooks.” – Teacher/Mother

“The audience for Wordio is probably auditory learners. I’m a more hands-on learner, and 
in order for something to stick, I need to rewrite it by hand.” – Student

“For traveling, it would be helpful if you’re in your car and can’t look at the phone or com-
puter, it could read it to you.” – Student

“I would use it while I’m working out because I like audible stories anyway while working 
out. Also when I’m traveling, driving and at work. I get a better understanding from audio-
books.” – Teacher/Mother

“I would use this in my classroom for my students. During downtime, I would use it to read 
books to them. I would use it for all grades because all of the kids have to know how to 
read things, from Pre-K to 12th grade.” – Teacher

“Might love or hate the app, depending on its ease of use.” – Graduate student

“The name Wordio is catchy, but it makes me think of a worm.” – Student

“It’s got a quirky sound, and it’s not awkward to say or read so it works.” –Student

“I would use Wordio while working in the lab to listen to scientific research articles for 
school or work and general interest articles.” – Graduate student

“It would be most useful for or beneficial to commuters.” – Attorney, 33 

“I would perhaps use Wordio while traveling or for recreation, but not in daily life.”
 – Psychologist, 58



“I spend most of my time in my car traveling and I enjoy reading. I was excited for this new 
invention, and it could change my life. I am willing to pay up to $50 for the app.” 
– Pizza Delivery Service, Student

“If there was a way for textbooks or assigned articles to filter through Wordio and feed me 
the information with audio, I would be extremely interested in purchasing the app to pro-
vide me with a convenient way of studying.” – Student

“People with long commutes to work would really love this product.” – Student

“The top three target markets using the app are college students, people learning a foreign 
language and the blind.” – Student

“I like the website layout a lot. It looks relatively easy to navigate and easy to use. It’s just 
not very colorful or ‘eyecatching’ would be my only critique. ” – Student

“I don’t like the idea of a robot speaking to me, but the thought of a voice like Siri is delight-
ful.” – Student

“It depends on the quality. If it’s more along the lines of (or ideally better than) Siri, I could 
probably get used to it. But if it’s going to struggle to say slightly advanced words or names 
that appear in everyday newspaper articles, than it would bother me.” – Student

“My vision has become blurred because of my age, so I think Wordio will be a great tool 
to read news and articles online. I would often use it because I love reading and I need to 
refine my knowledge.” – Professor, 55 

“Sometimes my eyes hurt from reading the computer screen, and this would eliminate that 
problem for me.” – Student

“I believe Wordio is a great tool for improving English skills, especially listening skills.” 
– International Student

“I would love to be able to bank a few articles up in a playlist and listen to them (assuming 
the audio isn’t a completely horrible computer voice) while I’m on the road. It’d be great to 
have this app available before summer so I could personally use it before going on vaca-
tion.” – Student

“I like reading something by myself, and not listening and following along. Often times I 
skim articles and would not want to sit there and listen to the whole article being read.” 
– Student
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- Do you use a smartphone? If no, why not? Do you plan on purchasing a smart-
phone in the near future? For what purpose?

- Do you use smartphone apps? If yes, how are they used? Which do you use most 
often? For what purpose?

- How often do you read items online, such as feature articles, local news, sports, 
national news, etc.?

- Do you have online subscriptions to any periodicals? Which ones?

- If you are an online reader, how many articles do you read a day? A week? A month? 
Can you translate this into hours?

- Do you prefer reading articles on your cellphone or a computer? Why?

- From what source do you obtain information on a daily basis?

- What specific websites do you visit on a regulat basis, e.g. Google Reader, Instapa-
per, Google Docs, Twitter, Evernote, RSS?

- Do you see the need for Wordio in you life? If no, why?

- If yes, how would you use the app?

- How much would you expect to pay for Wordio?

- How do you feel about a desktop service vs. a mobile app? Which would you use 
more? Why?

- Would you prefer hearing a man’s or a woman’s voice? Why or why not?

- Would you want a translation capability built into the app? Why or why not?

- What about foreign accents? Why or why not?

In-Depth Interview/Focus Group Questions
Appendix B:
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- What incentives would you need to try out this new product?

- Do you think Wordio is a product your family or friends would consider using?

- Are there companies that you see as competitors? If yes, who are they and what is 
the product like?

- Do you see any social value in Wordio? If yes, what is it?

- Depth of technology knowledge:
    Novice
    Intermediate
    Expert

- Name:

- Gender:

- Marital Status:

- Children/ages:

- Age:

- Race:

- Education:

- Occupation/Profession:
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- Do you own a smartphone? 

- If so, what kind of smartphone do you own?
    Android
    iPhone
    Blackberry
    Other

- What are some of the things you do on your smartphone? 

- Do you own a tablet?

- If so, what are some of the things you do on your tablet?

- What motivates you to buy apps for your smartphone or tablet?

- How are you informed about new apps?

- How often do you read items online, such as feature articles, local news, sports, 
national news, etc.?

- Do you have subscriptions to online periodicals like The New York Times, The Wall 
Street Journal, USA Today, etc.? If so, which ones?

- If you do read articles online, how many do you tend to read a day?

- Do you prefer reading articles on your cell phone or on a computer? Why?

- From what online sources do you obtain your articles?

- Do use services like Google Reader, Google Docs, Instapaper, Twitter, Evernote, 
Stumbleupon, or RSS to find articles? If so, which ones?

- Do you use audiobooks? 

- If you do use audiobooks, how many do you listen to on a monthly basis?

Online Survey Questions
Appendix C:
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- Wordio is a play on the words “word” and “audio.” What are your thoughts on the name 
“Wordio”?

- How do you feel about Wordio’s website layout? What do you like? What do you dislike? 

- Could you see youself using Wordio? 

- If so, in what ways would you use Wordio? If not, why not?

- Would you use this more as a desktop application or a mobile application?

- How much would you be willing to pay for Wordio?

- Do computerized voices bother you? Why or why not?

- Would you prefer hearing a male or female computerized voice?

- Would you pay more for the app if the articles were human narrated?

- Would you want a translation capability built into the app?

- Do you think Wordio is a product your family or friends would consider using? If so, how 
would they use it?

- Depth of technology knowledge:
    Novice
    Intermediate
    Expert

- Gender:

- Marital Status:

- Age:

- Race:

- Highest level of school completed:

- Occupation/Profession:



“From the Internet to your ears”


